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VVendetta in Death : an Evendetta in Death : an Eve Dallas Noe Dallas Novvelel by J. D. Robb
Homicide detective Eve Dallas investigates the sordid past of a wealthy businessman for clues to track down a vigilante killer who
disguises herself to seduce her targets. By the best-selling author of Connections in Death

The Dutch House : A NoThe Dutch House : A Novvelel by Ann Patchett
A tale set over the course of five decades traces a young man's rise from poverty to wealth and back again as his prospects center around
his family's lavish Philadelphia estate. By the award-winning author of Commonwealth.

This TThis Tender Land : a Noender Land : a Novvelel by William Kent Krueger
Fleeing the Depression-era school for Native American children who have been taken from their parents, four orphans share a summer
marked by struggling farmers, faith healers and lost souls. By the Edgar Award-winning author of Ordinary Grace.

The InstituteThe Institute by Stephen King
Published to coincide with the release of It: Chapter Two, a supernatural thriller finds an abducted youth imprisoned in an inescapable
institute, where teens with psychic abilities are subjected to torturous manipulation.

The TThe Testamentsestaments by Margaret Eleanor Atwood
A long-anticipated sequel to the best-selling The Handmaid's Tale is set 15 years after Offred stepped into an unknown fate and
interweaves the experiences of three female narrators from Gilead. TV tie-in.

Killer InstinctKiller Instinct by James Patterson
The murder of an Ivy League professor pulls Dr. Dylan Reinhart out of his ivory tower and onto the streets of New York, where he
reunited with his old partner, Detective Elizabeth Needham. Co-written by a #1 best-selling author.

Right Beside YRight Beside Youou by Mary Monroe
Refusing to act on their secret attraction to one another, a career woman who longs for a family and her boss, an overworked widower
with two teen daughters, risk opening their hearts to one another during a chaotic snow day.

Spirit of the SeasonSpirit of the Season by Fern Michaels
Joy Preston misses her beloved late grandmother dearly. But when she learns the terms of Nana's will, she's shocked-and more than a
little irked. Joy moved to Colorado years ago and is now CEO of a successful nail polish company. Her life and career are in Denver. How
can Nana have expected her to give that up, even temporarily, to take over a bed and breakfast in North Carolina for six months?

What Rose FWhat Rose Forgotorgot by Nevada Barr
Waking up in a nursing-home Alzheimer's Unit with no memory of how she got there, Rose Dennis orchestrates an escape but does not
know who to trust. By the New York Times best-selling author of the Anna Pigeon series.
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AkinAkin by Emma Donoghue
A retired New York professor's life is thrown into chaos when he takes a young great-nephew to the French Riviera in hopes of
uncovering his own mother's wartime secrets. By the best-selling author of Room.

The WThe Water Dancer : A Noater Dancer : A Novvelel by Ta-Nehisi Coates
A Virginia slave narrowly escapes a drowning death through the intervention of a mysterious force that compels his escape and personal
underground war against slavery. By the National Book Award-winning author of Between the World and Me.

Nothing VNothing Venturedentured by Jeffrey Archer
A series debut introduces London Metropolitan Police Force detective William Warwick, who on his first investigation reflects on his
complicated childhood while uncovering the schemes of a ruthless art collector. By #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Clifton
Chronicles

Sins of the FathersSins of the Fathers by Judith A. Jance
Agreeing to help an acquaintance from the past track down a missing child, Beau launches an investigation that forces him to confront his
troubled past. By the New York Times best-selling author of Field of Bones.

The StalkingThe Stalking by Heather Graham
A conclusion to the summer trilogy spin-off finds a police officer teaming up with an FBI consultant, her former high-school classmate, to
investigate a possible serial killing that may exonerate an innocent man.

The Girl Behind the Red RopeThe Girl Behind the Red Rope by Ted Dekker
Joining a secret religious community in the hills of Tennessee after a history-changing event, Grace finds everything she has worked to
build threatened by her older brother's questions and the arrival of the first outsiders in a decade

The WThe World That World That We Knewe Knew by Alice Hoffman
Sent away to 1941 Paris when Berlin becomes too dangerous for Jewish families, a young girl bonds with her protective mystical golem;
while her friend, a rabbi's daughter, rises to become a defender of their people.
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